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In November 2015, Premier relocated our office and 
warehouse operation from Burlington to our new 
facility located at Airport Road and Hwy 407.  Our 
new address is 10 Carson Court, Brampton ON L6T 
4P8. From our new location, we are only minutes 
from the 407 corridor, providing us with ideal access 
to tent installation sites throughout the GTA and the 
Golden Horseshoe area. 

Our trucks and crews can reach downtown Toronto,  
Durham Region or the western edge of Lake Ontario 
within 30 minutes.   This move has provided us with 
a number of key benefits including:

•	 Brand New State of the art washing machine 
facility (see below)

•	 Four truck level loading docks and two oversized 
drive-in doors, greatly enhancing our operational 
capacity and increasing the efficiency of our 
logistical efforts. 

•	 Large, open office space and boardroom facility 
to meet with clients.

•	 More indoor storage for items that were once 
kept outside! For example, our white picket 
fence and wood that was once stored outside, 
now has a home inside our climate-controlled 
warehouse providing shelter from the elements. 
This will ensure our products last longer and 
stay in better shape for your next job.
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Pictured here is a portion of Premier’s fleet 
at the truck-level loading docks. As every 
installation is unique, we are prepared for 
logistical challenges by having the appro-
priate vehicles on hand. Not every site can 
accommodate a 26’ box truck. Let us worry 
about these details and ensure a seamless 
installation and removal.

Bigger, Better, More Centrally-Located Facility.  
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State of the Art Washing Facility has been 
installed at Premier Tents

Premier Tents has made a substantial investment with 
the purchase of an industry leading TEECO Washing 
Machine. The machine offers the ability to handle over 
10,000 sq. ft. of tent fabric per shift allowing us to provide 
the clean tent that your event deserves! 

The washing facility will operate at full capacity 
throughout the winter months as well as our busy event 
rental season, ensuring that our tents and products are 
always provided clean for your event.  We have also 
installed in-house laundry facilities for our tent liners and 
draping products.  Our investment in these areas has 
significantly reduced turnaround time for maintaining our 
tents and fabric products, and enhanced our capability to 
provide clean, quality product to every installation.
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2015 Year in Review

A large thank you to all of you who allowed us the opportunity 
to provide first-class tenting and flooring solutions for your 
events and functions throughout 2015. Whether it was a 
marathon in May or a perfect wedding setting in August, 
Premier is grateful for the privilege to have served you 
and proud of what we were able to accomplish together. 
Congratulations on all those successful weddings, corporate 
events, parties, announcements, bbq’s, and galas over last 
season!  We truly hope to be able to work with you again in 
providing outstanding temporary venues for your events of all 
types and sizes.

Here are some samples of the spectacular events we were 
privileged to be part of during our successful 2015 season:

Thank you
Art of Celebrations Bridal Shower, Toronto
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CP Women’s Canadian Open 

Golf Tournament, Vancouver 

Golf Club, Coquitlum, BC

RBC Men’s Canadian Open 

Golf Tournament, Glen Abbey 

Golf Club, Oakville McAuley Wedding, Picton

CP Women’s Canadian Open 

Golf Tournament, Vancouver 

Golf Club, Coquitlum, BC
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Shoom Wedding, Keswick

This year Premier has completed hundreds of 
events ranging from golf tournaments to weddings 
that hosted over 1000 people.

Each project was unique in its own way providing 
great memories and their own special meaning to 
the Premier crew.

•	 DeBoer Wedding, King City 
•	 Grey Cup Sponsor Activation Tents: CP 

Rail and Shaw Media Group, Winnipeg MB
•	 Heersink Wedding, Oakville
•	 Jukasa Studios Launch Party, Caledonia

MORE PROUDLY EXECUTED PROJECTS:
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Temporary Flooring Solutions: A key component to Premier’s success

Although our name doesn’t suggest we offer flooring, it is, in fact, one of our main areas of specialization. Whether you 
need a sub-floor with carpet in your wedding tent, a dance floor to jive with the band or just want to increase the size of 
your backyard with a flush mount floor over your swimming pool, Premier Tents has you covered from under your feet 
to over your head. 

Flooring options include:

Flush mount floor over Swimming pool using either plywood and carpet to cover the pool or 4’x4’ plexi-
glass panels to showcase the water

TEMPORARY FLOORING

MORE PROUDLY EXECUTED PROJECTS:
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Elevated decks up to 6’ above existing 

grade.  We can create a leveled deck 

surface for your event

Custom wood decks providing the space 

and elegance for any event
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•	 Pre-fabricated modular staging system: 
available in 4’x8’ sections with stage skirting, 
carpet, railings and stairs

•	 Trade show Indoor/Outdoor Carpet available 
in various colours; perfect for indoor shows, 
tents, level patios or decks

•	 Dance Floor (3’x4’ sections) available in Wood 
Grain	or	White	finish

Raised beam flooring over pools
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Looking Ahead to 2016:

Premier Tent is squarely focused on the  2016 season, with 
extensive off-season inventory maintenance well underway 
and new capital purchasing plans in place to expand and 
enhance our rental inventory.  

Whether it’s creating a temporary venue in your backyard for 
a birthday party or shower, or creating corporate hospitality 
skyboxes at the RBC Canadian Open Men’s PGA Golf 
Tournament at Glen Abbey, we will continue to pour our very 
best into every event installation, striving for excellence each 
and every time.  

Through our unparalleled commitment to quality products 
and outstanding customer service we are relentlessly 
committed to maintaining our status as the ‘Premier’ Tent 
provider in the Greater Toronto and the Golden Horseshoe 
areas.
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